Quick Guide:
How does it work?
AP Insight: classroom tools designed by teachers to empower more students to succeed in AP.
®

AP Courses with Insight:
AP Insight: Biology

AP Insight: U.S. History

AP Insight: Calculus

AP Insight: World History

AP Insight: Chemistry

Real-Time Classroom Tools

Students:

Teachers:

Use progress tools
as a road map to
aim and monitor
learning

Engage in
real-world
problem solving
to build and check
understanding

Prepare

Teach

Target challenge
areas and anticipate
misunderstandings
before instruction

Assign
performance
tasks to scaffold
concepts and skills

Take quizzes
that mirror the
AP Exam to
gauge level of
understanding,
skills, and gaps
Assess

Assign
assessments for
learning, online or
on paper, in class
or as homework

Use feedback
reports and direct
resources to reflect
and improve

Act

Use class and
student feedback
reports to pinpoint
and close gaps in
misunderstanding

Sustained Professional Support

Teachers:

 ttend virtual
A
workshop to learn
about Insight
tools and decide
how to use in
own syllabus

 A
ccess self-paced learning for help unpacking critical concepts
and skills and applying formative assessment strategies
 P
articipate in virtual PLC sessions for just-in-time tactical
support to improve achievement
 S
hare what works in collaboration space for new and
experienced teachers

Getting Started



Administrators:

 rovide
P
local support
for program
kick-off

 W
atch virtual
tour (optional)

Throughout the Year



View progress reports for every school, class, and student
as needed



 ngage teachers to learn what works and where additional
E
support will help

What do I need to support Insight?
Getting started with AP Insight is easy. Once
subscribed, all a teacher needs to use this program is:

A computer with Internet access
Printing capabilities
 
A College Board account (the same login and
password used to access the AP Course Audit)

How do the assessments work?
AP formative assessments mirror each AP Exam and are
provided in online and offline formats to support schools
with varying infrastructures. Teachers assign AP Insight
questions in class or as homework to fit their syllabus.



Multiple-choice quizzes can be given online or offline.



 tudents receive feedback on each question online
S
after testing or via printed feedback reports.



 ree-response questions are given to help build
F
the skills students need on the AP Exam.



 eachers grade student responses using
T
AP Reader rubrics.



 eachers can enter scores online or upload student
T
responses to automate the process.



 ny multifunction printer or scanner that can create
A
a PDF will work.



 eedback reports identify key areas of understanding
F
and misunderstanding for each student and class,
and recommend resources to improve learning.

How does the professional learning work?


An introductory webinar kicks off implementation





 ix hours of online learning can be used by
S
teachers at any time, on any schedule.

 ollaboration space guided by expert AP Insight
C
teachers.



 ptional on-site professional development can be
O
requested by school systems for an additional fee.
Trainings are led by an expert AP Insight teacher
on targeting challenge areas and implementing
formative assessment strategies in AP.



 our virtual PLC sessions are held throughout
F
the year to provide support as teachers need it.

How do I subscribe?
Access to AP Insight is available for a subscription fee
based on the size of your AP program or classroom.
Teachers, districts, and state departments of education
all currently subscribe to AP Insight.

Subscriptions enable participation by AP teachers
and the students they support. For a quick estimate,
representative College Board member costs follow:


1 AP teacher with 30 AP students = $750



3 AP teachers with 100 AP students = $2,250



5 AP teachers with 150 AP students = $3,750



10 AP teachers with 200 AP students = $7,500

Visit apinsight.collegeboard.org or contact us at apinsight@collegeboard.org
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